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 Abstract 
Comparative analysis of Cultural Diversi�cation in two di�erent timelines
The tales of rulers, warfare, palaces, always re�ected a sense of extravagance, fantasy, and rich 
life to a naive young girl of the digital era. Through my research of comparative analysis, I intent 
to understand the cultural diversi�cation that have exists in these two timelines. How the    
meaning of cultural diversi�cation has evolved? How people cope up with culturally di�erent 
people? How the nations that win the war and occupy the new boundaries manage control and            
discipline in the new region?
Sources of literature review include:
Museums- data and artifacts
Tour guides- history, stories and lifestyle
Anecdotes- the folk stories
Books- recorded experiences of rulers (writings, biographies, autobiographies)
Movies- re�ecting warfare, power, lifestyle, extravagance (Game of Thrones, Padmawati, Lagaan, 
Shatrang k Khilari, Uncle Tom’s Cabin, the Hunchback, BahuBali)
Secondary Data Collection (museums, tour guides, anecdotes, books and movies) will be          
analyzed for this research. This analysis will be based on many factors including lifestyle, culture, 
power, extravagance, self-defense, friendship/allies etc and compared with the current time 
(21st century) to understand the meaning, essence and scope of cultural diversi�cation and 
develop a comparison between the two.

INITIAL IDEA



.INTRODUCING FEMINISM IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS THEORY

.FEMINIST THEORY

.SHEHZIL MALIK

.BIBI HAJRA

.PAKISTANI MARTHA STEWART

.STACY LEIGH’S PHOTOGRAPHY= “Little Hussies Series”.

.‘POLE DANCER’S’ and ‘TOUGH GUYS’ = AL GRUMET

.‘THE NEW AND THE OLD IN RISHTA CULTURE’

.‘SHAMELESS PROPOSALS’
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IDEA EVOLVED



 My research has evolved contrary to di�erent studies that I was probing into, it initially started from 
how cultural diversi�cation has evolved and pertained over di�erent timelines and this has made us 
who we are today?! However I nudged a little further into the topic and decided to narrow down the 
vastness of the topic by restricting my study to how our culture treats women di�erently in compari-
son to men. This gender bias has existed for as long as I can remember and being a women in this 
society adds a certain amount of pressure on the shoulders to behave in a certain way because we will 
be bound to be perceived di�erently on the basis of our gender solely. This inadvertently leads to 
women objecti�cation and that’s what I want to tackle with for my thesis project.
                   I intend to do this by making Visuals of di�erent situations and how women are treated in our 
society and I also intend to incorporate shallow mindsets of people and how they expect women to 
run the household and take full charge of husband, house, and children along with a successful profes-
sional career. The demand for a doctor Bahu (Daughter in law) is much higher and is also met with high 
expectations from the girl, like managing her career along with all the household chores that puts 
strains on the girl much more than it does on the man. I also want to deal with di�erent scenarios 
where women are objecti�ed and judged if they are doing something that allows people to raise 
�ngers at them, like choosing a career like modelling or acting puts women in a position where they 
are thought to be less of a human and someone who would not be able to run a household or make a 
good wife. I intend to challenge all these preconceived notions through my comics and critique the 
idea of such staunch narratives that are embedded so deeply in our society. 
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RISHTA AUNTY
Here comes the Rishta Aunty, who interefers in 
everyone life to �nd them a perfect life partner. 
Will go to every extent to �nd that perfect Match!







Name for page

Biktay Rishtay
Risktay 
Barbadishuda
FaqMeher (fuck meher)
Dudepilay
iBride's maid
Chu$$ral
Khana bana leti ho
Suhagrat muzakrat
Jahezistan
Mian CV
Rishtalelo
Nayab rishta
Rishtay biktay hain
Rishta ghar
Sahi rishtaa
Rishta for sale



https://instagram.com/risktay?igshid=zian74r5914z
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https://instagram.com/risktay?igshid=zian74r5914z
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Here comes the Rishta Aunty, who interefers in 
everyone life to �nd them a perfect life partner. 
Will go to every extent to �nd that perfect Match!









RESPONSES



Appearance vs Personality
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COMPATIBILITY







TRANSACTIONARY MINDSET















CONVENTIONAL THINKING
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